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TRAKSLATORS' ~OTE 

In his probe of the effect of a new society on a Hungarian 
peasant, the author has chosen writing techniques not usually 
found in fiction of uruversallnlpact. These are: 

a) narration as \\'ell as dialogue in the informal language 
used by residenls of a specific working-class district of 

Budapest; 
b) a virtually cinematographic succession of happenings 
without transitions to connect them. 
Consequently our translation had to prescrve an apparent 

povcrty of style which deliberately tries to reproduce illiteracy. 
Frequently the English is awkward; the scenes are discon
nected in n kind of looscly Chronological montage. 

There are also gaps in the frame of reference that may be 
disturbing to the reader of this translation: 

Queen Borbel/a: the peasants' escape from abject poverty 
into an imagined world of fairy-tale existence combined 
with superstition; 

Private sector: in all of thc Communist states of eastern 
Europe, minuscule undertakings may be licensed to 
operate as free entcrprise; all employers and establish
ments mentioned after the dawn exodus to Brugecs (end 
of the Second World War) are state-owned and man
aged; 

Streets, espressos, alld sweet shops: usc of these proper 
names offers Hungarian readers instantaneous recogni
tion of their location relative to the quarter in which the 
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Habetlers live. This quarter (the Jozsef City) remains 
the hub of the Habetler universe throughout the forty 
years of the story. 

Sanford J. Greenburger 
Teraneee Brashear 
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THE CEMETERY OF RUST is a yard enclosed by 
a stone wall behind the warehouse of the Metal Finishing 
Plant. A railroad track comes in through a high iron gate, and 
ends at the loading platform. On either side 01 the spur dis
carded machines, huge boilers, unidentifiable monsters hap
hazardly push into the black mud and cinders. Rusty arms 
point to the sky. waiting for a fiery reincarnation. 

It wa, in the Cemetery of Rust, in the spring of 1962, 
that Janos Habetler Jr. killed a man. 

The police took pictures of the victim, filled in a report, 
questioned several workers and Bela Klein, the boss of the 
stockroom, but they could find no eyewitnesses. I watched 
them lead the handcuffed lathe-operator out of the yard and 
shove him into a car. Gnashing his teeth and locking his 
knees, he resisted with all his might. 

Then the body was carted away. The uproar in the yard 
subsided as the gray hearse disappeared into the street. Fi
nally, the clerks ,'anishcd from the upstairs windows, and the 
workmen, still arguing about the incident, returned to their 
benches. 

I spoke to the shop forem an and to a few other men who 
had worked in the same shop with Jani Habetler for years, 
We smoked a cigarette beside his lathe, and looked at the 
pieces he had fini shed that morning, the aluminum shavings 
on the fioor still damp with oil. We wondered what could have 
happer.ed between the two men out there in the Cemetery of 
Rust, and what punishment might await the one who survived. 
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